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Dilemma... Keeping the garage door opener is convenient and affordable in your car and not wanting to leave the way to your home. This instructable will show how to integrate a hidden garage door opener into your vehical that will open your garage easily and secure with the click of a button. Tools: 1) Soldering Iron 2) Poky
ThingyMaterials: 1) Garage Door Opener 2) Button 3) Small WiresSSDece a place that is hidden, accessible and has an area of about 5mm x 2 x 1. I opted for a rear-view mirror mounting cover that had enough space and was easily accessible every day. Disassemble the garage door opener and throw away the bulky plastic. Most
garage door openers are not connected by screws but cracked open easily with a coin. Find a solder point for the open/close button. This model has only one button, but the total circuit board has room for three more. The main opening/closing button is wired in a series with an empty stain. I wired the outer button onto an empty wired spot
in a series to the main open/close button marked with red pins. If you are new to the solder to push the wires from above (side with the devices) and solder leads from the back (side with solder mounds), then trim leads to length with wire incisors. Make a small hole and fasten button. Mount board and solder wires to the button. How long
it takes to install a garage door opener depends on several factors, but you should expect to be at least half a day, or about 4-6 hours. This is one of those works that takes much longer to do for the first time because you have to familiarize yourself with all the parts and features of a particular model knife. If you happen to install more than
one opener, the second may take about half the time than the first. The half-day estimate assumes that you have a suitable electrical outlet installed in the ceiling of your garage. Most openers need a grounded socket a few feet from the engine unit, and you can't plug the knife with an extension cord. One of the biggest factors determining
how long it takes to install a garage door opener is whether you replace an old knife or install a new unit where there is no existing knife. If you replace an old knife with a similar type of new knife, you can probably reuse existing supports that hold the motor block as well as wooden locking for the bracket above the door. However, don't try
to save time by reusing electrical components such as the eye safety sensor or any wiring. The new electronics are likely to be more efficient than older devices and they are designed to be used with a new knife. Old wiring can be worn, damaged, or fragile insulation and must be replaced. Here are the main steps to install a standard
chain drive (other types of drives are similar) to give you an idea of what's involved: Take a While most of us ignore build instructions when they tell us to view and sort all the pieces before assembly, it's a good idea to do so in this case. Get the rail together. Rails come in five or six pieces that slot together; The assembly usually includes
a trolley that connects to the door and moves by rail. Attach the rail to the motor unit. Set the chain, including the idling pulley on the door end of the track. The chain is only slightly longer than the rail; It's not continuous as a bike chain. The cable completes the chain loop and passes over the idling pulley on the way back to the motor
block. Install bracket header support. It is a 2x4 or larger piece of lumber that anchors to the framing over the door and supports the doorway end of the track. Hang the knife. The engine unit is mounted to the ceiling of the garage with two or more pieces of angular iron. The rail is mounted on the headline support bracket through the
header bracket. Place the door bracket and hand. Hand is an L-shaped metal bar that attaches the door to the trolley on the rail. Add electronics including the door button and eye safety sensor. The wiring is low-voltage and can simply be dug up to the walls and ceiling of the garage. Program opener for proper door travel. Check the
security of the opener. A few tricks can make the job easier and can slightly reduce the time it takes to install a garage door opener: Make sure the door is balanced before installing the knife. A properly balanced door will support itself and will not move if you open it about halfway and let go. A door that is out of balance is the knife and
can be dangerous. Your door is balanced pro if necessary. If you replace the existing unit, leave it in place until you are ready to install a new knife. This comes in handy as a visual reference to how things fit together. Set the engine unit to a high pitch when it's time to mount the device to the ceiling. Add blocks to the ladder as needed, so
that the engine is in the right position and then measure the angle the iron supports. Supports.
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